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Introduction 
 
The Charter has been drawn up by members of the EPSU Firefighters’ Network (see 
appendix for list) and with the support of the UK Fire Brigades Union. 
 
The Charter sets out a number of principles and rights that can inspire guide and support 
Firefighters and their trade unions in their daily work.  It also aims to provide a framework for 
the development of EPSU policy regarding firefighters.  
 
In EPSU the firefighters’ network is part of the Standing Committee for Local and Regional 
Government.   
 
Information about the work of firefighters network and the Standing Committee can be found 
on the EPSU website: www.epsu.org 
 
 

Definitions, status and role of firefighters 
 
Firefighters across Europe carry out a wide range of tasks and functions including saving 
and protecting life and property from fire, providing other rescue services including 
emergency medical assistance and providing humanitarian services. 
 
Firefighters fall into four general employment categories; 
 
� Public sector firefighters: firefighters who provide protection from fire and a rescue 

service within their communities. 
� Industrial firefighters: firefighters who provide protection from fire and provide a rescue 

service for a specific hazardous site or industrial complex, for example, nuclear, chemical 
and biological installations. These firefighters may also provide support beyond their site 
to the public sector fire and rescue services. 

� Military Firefighters: firefighters who are members of the military services and are subject 
to military laws and discipline. These firefighters may also provide support beyond their 
site to the public sector fire and rescue services. 

� Airport firefighters: firefighters who provide protection from fire and a rescue service for 
an airport site or complex. They may also be public sector or military firefighters. These 
firefighters may also provide support beyond their site to the public sector fire and rescue 
services. 

 
The Charter focuses on the first of the categories, that is public sector firefighters.  This      
category can also be categorised into two distinct groups:  
 
� workers whose primary paid employment is that of a firefighter in the fire and rescue 

services; and  
� workers whose primary paid employment is not within the fire and rescue services, but 

who respond to incidents when required. The arrangements vary between countries but 
in many cases these workers are known as ‘volunteers’.  

 
While some differences between these two groups are unavoidable, the aim of firefighters’ 
unions is to reduce these as much as possible. 
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 It should also be understood that the term ‘firefighter’ includes all members of a fire and 
rescue service, irrespective of their rank or role, who attend and participate in resolving 
incidents. 
 
The neutrality of the public sector firefighters' role is very important. Firefighters should only 
be employed by civilian public, regional or municipal authorities. They should be separated in 
all aspects of their duties and at all levels from the police, military and any paramilitary 
forces.  Public sector fire and rescue services and any of their equipment should not be used 
by the police, military and any paramilitary forces for the purpose of any law enforcement 
function or action. 
 
Firefighters are first and foremost public sector workers and their trade unions should be an 
integral part of the public sector and wider trade union movement. 
 

Trade union rights and collective bargaining 
 
Firefighters shall enjoy the same trade union and employment rights as other workers, 
including the right to strike and to take industrial action, as set out in the international labour 
standards of the Internal Labour Organisation (ILO), the Council of Europe and the EU 
Charter of Fundamental Rights.  
 
The right of firefighters to strike and to take industrial action should only be used when all 
agreed negotiating (and where appropriate conciliation procedures) with an employer have 
failed.  
 
There should be no limitations, sanctions or penalties either collectively or individually upon 
the ability of firefighters and their trade unions to take industrial action including strike action. 
 
Firefighters shall have the right to determine their pay and working conditions through 
collective bargaining. 

Employment conditions  
 
Firefighters are skilled workers and should be recognised as such. 
 
The pay and conditions of service for firefighters should recognise that being a firefighter is a 
hazardous and unpredictable job. All hours on duty should be compensated for, and 
firefighters should receive extra pay when they are required to be on duty in excess of the 
their normal hours of work or on public holidays.  
 
 Pay and conditions of service for firefighters should be determined through collective 
bargaining at national, regional, and local level, according to national systems and trade 
union preferences.  Pay levels should reflect responsibilities and any special roles or 
additional skills.   Firefighters should be entitled to at least the same amount of paid holidays 
as other public sector workers. Local agreements should not undermine any national or 
regional agreements.  
All firefighters should be covered by collective agreements / regulations that set out the 
maximum number of hours per week on average a firefighter may work, in conformity with 
the EU working time directive.  This maximum should not exceed the maximum working 
week for other workers.   Work organisation should be adapted to meet the needs of older 
firefighters. 
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The number of firefighters and the geographical spread of fire and rescue stations and 
firefighting and rescue equipment should be based upon a nationally agreed formula that 
takes into account the fire risks and hazards present throughout the country.  Regular 
overtime working by professional firefighters, or the use of volunteer firefighters, should not 
be sued as a substitute for the employment of adequate numbers of professional firefighters. 

 

Pension and insurance rights 
 
Firefighters should be entitled to receive, in addition to any general state pension, a pension 
that recognises the hazardous and arduous nature of the tasks and all the skills that they 
have acquired during their period of service. .  This means that they should be able to retire 
on a full pension entitlement before the normal national retirement age for other workers.  
Ideally, firefighters should be able to retire at 55 years if they wish.  
 
The pension rights of firefighters should, in the event of death, be transferable to their 
partner for the term of their partner’s life and for any children they may have until they reach 
adult age. 
 
 Where firefighters retire early due to injury or illness linked to their duties as a firefighter, 
they should receive an pension which takes account of the service that they might have had 
and any loss of earnings due to the rank or role they might reasonably have been expected 
to achieve during that service.  Where early retirement is due to illness or injury not caused 
by service as a firefighter, then pension entitlements should be based on years of service 
and the possibilities for alternative employment within and outside the fire service. 
 
 Where a firefighter is killed or dies as a result of injuries received whilst on duty then his or 
her partner shall be entitled to receive an enhanced pension for life and for any children until 
they reach adult age. 
 
 In addition to any pension entitlements, a firefighter  who is either killed or dies while on duty, 
  or as a result of injuries received    while on duty    should be covered by a scheme provided by 
the employer which gives compensation payment equivalent to at least a minimum of two 
years gross salary.  
 
Pension and insurance schemes should take into account growing mobility of professional 
firefighters between the fire and rescue services of the EU Member States. 
 

Fire and rescue service organisation 
 
The provision of an effective and efficient fire and rescue service is a requirement of all 
countries and there should be equal access for all members of society to the service. 
 
Ideally, one government ministry (if appropriate at regional level) should be responsible for 
setting, and/or coordinating, laws and standards relating to the provision of an effective and 
efficient fire and rescue service throughout the country. 
 
Advisory committees on matters relating to the duties and standards of efficiency and 
effectiveness of the fire and rescue service should have a broad membership, and include 
representatives of both the managers and trade unions of the public sector fire and rescue 
service.  Advisory committee should not discuss matters relating to the pay or conditions of 
service of firefighters. 
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 There should be regular and independent assessment of the fire and rescue service to 
ensure its effectiveness and efficiency.   Assessments may be carried out or assisted by 
independent inspectorates, composed of inspectors with practical knowledge and experience 
of the work of the fire and rescue services.  Assessments should be made public. 
 
Responsibility for the provision, control, and adequate financing, of a fire and rescue service 
should rest with elected representatives. 
 

Training and equipment 
 
All firefighters should have equal access to training and life-long learning. 
 
There should be a set of common training standards that have been agreed with trade 
unions, which all firefighters should achieve. This means both professional and volunteer 
firefighters.  For the safety of the public as well as the firefighters, all firefighters need to 
achieve a basic level of training and familiarity with their equipment before being allowed to 
attend incidents. 
 
 Wherever possible a fire and rescue service training centre should be established. This may 
be a residential centre. Such a training centre should be appropriately funded and be 
responsible for training all firefighters forming the fire and rescue services. The training 
centre should include realistic training facilities. 
 
There should be a system of national examinations for firefighters to enable them to gain 
promotion up to and including chief officer level within the fire and rescue services. 
 
Only firefighters who have passed the national fire and rescue service promotion 
examinations should take charge of firefighters at a fire or any other emergency incident. 
 
 All firefighting equipment used by firefighters shall be designed and rigorously tested to the 
appropriate EU or international standards to ensure that it is capable of performing the 
required function safely and correctly under the most arduous conditions and that it is 
compatible.  Trade unions should be involved in standardisation processes. 
 
 In cross-border areas there should be agreements between public authorities regulating how 
firefighters from different counties can assist each other.  Agreements should contain 
provisions for the compatibility of firefighting equipment, firefighting procedures and the 
safety of firefighters. 
 
 Firefighters who are involved in cross border firefighting operations or rescues shall be 
covered for pay and insurance purposes exactly as if they were in their own country. 
 

 

Equal opportunities 
 
 No person should be refused access to a public sector firefighter’s job on the basis of race, 
colour, sex, sexual orientation, religion, or social origin.    Access to training and promotion 
opportunities within the fire and rescue services should be determined on the basis of ability 
and merit. 
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 Public authorities and social partners shall at all levels respect EU equality principles and 
legislation and actively promote equality of opportunity and treatment through collective 
bargaining. 
 
Public authorities and social partners should jointly draw up, publish, and promote a positive 
equal opportunities policy. 
 
 Any person who harasses or carries out discriminatory practises against another individual 
or group should be sanctioned appropriately. 
 
 A public sector firefighter employer should ensure that they provide separate toilet, 
changing, washing facilities for both women and men. 
 

Health and safety 
 
Firefighters should be treated no differently from any other worker for the purpose of general 
health and safety legislation.  This means that there should be no exclusion of firefighters 
from EC Directives relating to the health and safety of workers. 
 
Employers should take all necessary steps to assess risks properly and to systematically 
monitor the health and safety of firefighters.  They should involve trade unions fully, as called 
for by the EU health and safety directives. 
 
 Firefighters should receive regular and full medical examinations at no cost to themselves. 
They should also be active participants in preventative medicine and health education 
programmes. 
 
 An occupational health scheme should provide all firefighters with full and correct provision 
for psychiatric and stress counselling services both before and after incidents. 
 
 Firefighters and their employers should have the power to inspect and make themselves 
familiar with any fire, explosion, toxic, chemical, nuclear, military stores or transport hazards 
within their area of fire cover. 
 
 Firefighters’ employers, as well as national (or regional) governments through national fire 
standards committees, should agree in negotiation with trade union an occupational health 
and safety policy covering all firefighters.
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APPENDIX - EPSU Firefighters Network (June 2007) 
 

NAME UNION COUNTRY E-MAIL 

PFAFFELMAYER Hans GdG Austria pfh@m68.magnien.gv.at;  

BALECI Skemder ACV-Openbare Dienste 

 

Belgium skender.baleci@acv-csc.be;  

CRIJNS Guy CSC-SP Belgium guy.crijns@acv-csc.be;  

LIEBEN Gilbert CGSP Admi Belgium gilbert.lieben@cgspadmi.be;  

LUYTEN Mil ACOD Belgium mil.luyten@acod.be; 

SOMERS Rudy VSOA Belgium rudi.somers@telenet.be; 

vsoa@vsoa.be;  

VANDERHULST Joris  VSOA Belgium jvh@brandweer.zaventem.be;  

MAGDIĆ Mladen  Croatia mladen@svk.hr;  

SKALNIK Milan Czech Firefighters Union Czech Republic mskalnik@post.cz;  

MÜHLFEIT Vladimir  OSH Czech Republic osh@cmkos.cz;  

OBERREITER 

Zdenek Jindrich 

OSH Czech Republic osh@cmkos.cz; 

GYDESEN Frede FAO Denmark fg001@foa.dk; 

LARSEN Bent FOA Trade and Labour 

 

Denmark Bl001@foa.dk;  

PAULUS Ivo ROTAL Estonia ivopaulus@yahoo.com;  

LUJA Kimmo JHL Finland joanna.luja@pp.inet.fi;  

SIPILÄINEN Heikki JHL Finland heikki.sipilainen@jhl.fi;  

BRISSIAUD Alain Nationale des Sapeurs Pom-
piers Professionnels F.O   

France brissiaud.alain@online.fr; 
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NAME UNION COUNTRY E-MAIL 

brissiaud.alain@estvideo.fr;  

FEIBEL Gérard CFDT France  

LEBEL Bruno CGT Services d’Incendie et 
de Secours 

France bruno.usn@free.fr;  

LOPEZ Dimitri CGT Services d’Incendie et 
de Secours 

France sp-cgt@wanadoo.fr; 

NOUVEAU Dominique CFDT France morvran@caramail.com;  

MOSES Oliver Ver.di Germany Oliver.moses@verdi.de; 

GUDNASON Vernhard Firefighters & EMT’s and 
Paramedics Union 

Iceland lssvg@simnet.is;  

HEANEY Noel SIPTU Ireland  

McDONNELL Tony SIPTU Ireland tonhil@gofree.indigo.ie; 

 

MURRAY Brian SIPTU Ireland tonhil@indigo.ie;  

MORETTI Franco FP-CGIL Italy internazionale@fpcgil.it; 

NAUMANIS Ivars LAKRS Latvia arodbiedriba@lakrs.lv; 

 

JAERLING Mike 

 

FNCTTFEL Landesverband Luxembourg mikejaer@pt.lu;  

VAN HENGST Fred Abvakabo FNV Netherlands 

(The) 

F.W.Pvanhengst@orange.nl; 

 

BJORNSTAD Gry Fagforbund  Norway gry.bjornstad@fagforbundet.no; 

LINDBERG Pål NUMGE Norway plinberg@bbnett.no; 

tonje.thorbjornsen@fagforbundet.no;  

ALVES Mario STAL Portugal departamentointernacional@stal.pt 
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NAME UNION COUNTRY E-MAIL 

VIDIGAL Miguel STAL Portugal mvidigal@stal.pt; 

KRIŽANSKÝ Peter Firefighters Union Slovak Republic office@ozhasicov.com; 

peterkri@inmail.sk;  

PETROVIC Daniel Firefighters Union Slovak Republic office@ozhasicov.com; 

CABAZUELO Fernando FSP-UGT Spain local.federal@fsp.ugt.org; 

CALVO Barbara  FSAP-CC.OO 

 

Spain accionsindical@fsap.ccoo.es; 

RODRIGUEZ de la 
COBA Juan Carlos 

FSAP-CC.OO Spain jcrodriguez@fsap.ccoo.es; 

csectorial@fsap.ccoo.es;  

RODRIGUEZ GARCIA 
Damian 

FSAP-CC.OO 

 

Spain accionsindical@fsap.ccoo.es; 

SKEZ MURCIA Joaquin UGT Spain enebroll@ya.com; 

FRIDOLFSSON Gunnar  Kommunal  Sweden Gunnar.fridolfsson@kommunal.se;  

JONSSON Anders Kommunal Sweden Anders.jonsson@kommunal.se;  

HALVORS Ove Kommunal Sweden Ove.halvors@kommunal.se; 

EVANS Glynn FBU United Kingdom Glynn.evans@fbu.org.uk;   

GILL Tom FBU United Kingdom Tom.gill@fbu.org.uk;  

McGEE John FBU United Kingdom John.mcgee@fbu.org.uk;   

MILLS Dean FBU United Kingdom Dean.mills@fbu.org.uk;  

BEVERLEY David FBU United Kingdom oncs@fbu.org.uk;  

WRACK Matt FBU United Kingdom Matt.wrack@fbu.org.uk;  
 


